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MEADOW TOWER HONEY
The Bee Boy Game

You will need:
• Two players
• Your bee and wasp pieces (glue this sheet onto card and cut out)
• The Bee Boy game board (glue onto card)

What you do:
Place the six green bee pieces in a row in front of the honey jar and the six blue wasp pieces in front of Bee Boy.

Decide who is going to be the wasps (the baddies!) and who is going to be the bees (the goodies!).

The aim is to get just ONE of the six pieces across the honeycomb board and onto either the big Bee Boy cell if you’re a bee or the big Honey Jar cell if you’re a wasp.

THE BEES WIN IF THEY REACH BEE BOY FIRST AND CALL OUT ‘BEE BOY!’ BUT THE WASPS WIN IF THEY GET TO THE JAR OF HONEY FIRST AND CALL OUT ‘YUMMY HONEY!’

The wasp and bee pieces can move one cell each turn, diagonally forwards and sideways but not backwards. Opponent’s pieces can be taken in the same way as in a game of Draughts (by jumping over an opponent’s piece and landing on an empty cell on the other side).

It is sometimes possible (see diagram) to take more than one piece in this way. Pieces cannot be taken backwards and you DO NOT always have to take an opponent’s piece — sometimes it’s better not to!